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Spread your legs for me
Dont say love is what you see
Cause Im only here
To conquer and divide

I sweep all over town
Everything you see or feel
Is made out of me

And everything is just how you want it
No everything is the opposite of that
They begged me with eyes pathetic like puppets
I tell them to leave and to keep their opinions to
themselves

So go down to the shore
In the december on the darkest day
And imagine thats the inside of you
Then you wouldnt have to ask me
How big the sea

And what should we to get over the slumber
Time passes like five years is five seconds
Dont take that medicine
Dont ask these questions
Time is a palm
Time is nothing

But everything is just how you want it
No everything is the opposite of that
They begged me with eyes pathetic like puppets
I tell them to leave and to keep their opinions to
themselves

So spread your legs for me
Dont say love is what you see
Cause Im only here
To conquer and divide

And I sweep all over town
Everything you see or feel
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Is made out of me

And what should we to get over the slumber
Time passes like five years is five seconds
Dont take that medicine
Dont ask these questions
Time is a palm
Time is nothing
Time is nothing

Time is nothing
Time is nothing
Time is nothing
Time is nothing!
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